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Abstract. Quadruped robots have increasingly become one of the main
choices when a mobile platform must be deployed to execute tasks in
unstructured environments. Nowadays, their major applications are con-
centrated on monitoring and inspection inside industrial buildings, oilgas
platforms, and construction sites. In such environments, going up and
down staircases are a common need and represent the most dangerous
scenario where the robot locomotion is expected to be robust enough to
prevent catastrophic damages in case of a fall. In this paper, we present
a study on the robot’s body height to maximize feasible footholds when
walking on stairs. As per study results, this paper introduces the Stair
Climbing Charts (SCCs), which describe the best robot height to climb
stairs according to the robot’s upper-leg length and lower-leg geometry,
as well as the stair geometry (rise/go). Moreover, this paper presents
a set of SCCs for various well-known quadruped robots, sold commer-
cially or prototypes of academic research labs, and discusses the major
differences between them.
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1 Introduction and State-of-the-Art

Due to their notorious ability to move on irregular terrains, quadruped robots
have been increasingly adopted as mobile platforms to perform tasks like mon-
itoring and inspection in unstructured environments. To name a few demand-
ing environments, one can mention industrial buildings, oil&gas platforms, and
construction sites. Regarding locomotion requirements, walking up and down
staircases is essential to accomplish the task in all these scenarios. Therefore,
the robot locomotion controller must be robust to plan safe footholds and be
sufficiently reactive, to prevent falls that might be catastrophic in such a sce-
nario.

Given the importance of safe locomotion on stairs, many researchers have
paid attention to this problem. Most of the researchers have tackled the stair-
climbing problem from the motion planning perspective. In [1], the authors pro-
pose an optimized static gait for quadruped robots to walk on stairs. According
to their study, the optimal pose is determined to statically stand on the stairs.
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Then a high-level planner adjusts the step length and maximizes stair-climbing
capabilities. In [2], a dynamic locomotion strategy for quadruped stair walking
adjusts the gait period and gait pattern during blind locomotion. The motion
is executed by using an MPC controller to increase the locomotion robustness
on stairs. In this work, the authors do not mention the adjustment of the body
height.

A perception and control framework for autonomous stair climbing is pro-
posed in [3], where the geometric information about the stairs is extracted to
adjust the robot’s velocity and footholds by an optimization algorithm. The
motion is executed using an MPC controller. In [4] an adaptive vision-based
strategy is proposed to generate dynamic gaits for stair-climbing. The approach
makes use of the Capture Point technique based on the linear inverted pendu-
lum model for motion stabilization. And in [5], instead, the authors propose a
balance controller for stair climbing based on fuzzy logic. In all these works, the
authors do not mention the influence of the robot’s body height when performing
locomotion on stairs.

Other studies on stair-climbing for quadruped robots regard the design of the
quadruped machine itself. In [6], the authors present the design of a quadruped
robot under stair parameter analysis and climbing capabilities. And a stair-
climbing capability-based dimensional synthesis is introduced in [7, 8] for the
design of a hexapod robot. In these last two works, the authors determine the
leg and body lengths according to a target staircase and based on a pre-defined
tripod gait.

Detecting the stair parameters is also very relevant to what regards stair-
climbing since it allows the robot to adapt its motion and increase the locomotion
robustness. In [9], the authors propose an algorithm to detect the dimensions
of the stairs, by means of a stereo vision module with a line laser, for the path
planning of a bipedal robot. Exploiting a 3D point cloud, instead, a stair de-
tection method is proposed in [10]. In [11], authors proposed a real-time stairs
geometric parameters estimation from a point cloud reconstructed from RGB-
D data. And stair-mapping and stair-modeling are proposed in [12] also using
point-cloud data.

Based on the literature review, we notice that there are very few papers
assessing the impact of the robot body height for stair-climbing. At the same
time, there are many proposed methods that allow for the online identifica-
tion of stairs’ geometric parameters to adjust the locomotion. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose a stair-climbing analysis that culminates in a proposed Stair-
Climbing Chart. Such a chart has the objective of assessing the robot’s stair-
climbing capabilities and guiding the control framework to set the body height
that increases the locomotion robustness on stairs. Moreover, the proposed chart
can be used to prevent the robot from attempting a risky stair-climbing or even
as a tool to select the most appropriate quadruped robot model for a given stair
geometry.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed method
and its considerations to determine what is called the optimal body height for
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stair climbing. In Sec. 3 we introduce the Stair Climbing Charts, which are a
way of depicting the result analysis and guiding the choice for the robot climbing
height. As a result, Stair Climbing Charts are computed for several robots and
presented in Sec. 4. Section 5 closes the manuscript with final conclusions.

2 Computing the Optimal Height for Stair-Climbing

In this section, we describe the method used to determine what is the optimal
height to perform locomotion on stairs, which is independent of gait parameters,
leg sequence, or from considering a dynamic or static gait. Before introducing
the definition of optimal stair-climbing height, we first describe how the robot
models and the staircases are simplified and parameterized.

2.1 Assumptions and Definitions

Our analysis considers what is currently the most used kinematic configuration
for quadruped robots, i.e., 3 degrees-of-freedom legs with the following sequential
joints: hip adduction/abduction (HAA); hip flexion/extension (HFE); and knee
flexion/extension (KFE). This configuration is found, for example, in various
well-known research and commercial platforms [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21]. Assuming that each HAA joint is very close to its zero position
and that, during regular stair-climbing, it experiences negligible displacement,
each leg is simplified to only the last two leg limbs (the upper leg and the lower
leg, i.e. thigh and shank)1. Figure 1 depicts three-leg model approximations
used in our analysis, which is performed on the robot’s sagittal plane. The most
appropriate leg model is chosen in order to better approximate the lower-leg
geometry of the robot under study.

The model illustrated in Fig. 1a is used to represent simple lower-leg designs
like the one of our hydraulic quadruped robot HyQ [17]. Figure 1b and Figure 1c
represent more complex lower-leg designs, such as the ones of robots like Any-
mal[13], Aliengo[14], and HyqReal [16]. The upper-leg length (distance between
HFE and KFE joints) and the lower-leg length (distance between the knee joint
and the foot) are denoted by l1 and l2, respectively. For more complex designs,
the lower-leg shape is approximated by segments si and corresponding bending
angles αi (see Figures 1b and 1c). The foot is geometrically modeled as a circle
of radius r. The HFE and KFE joint angles are represented, respectively, by θ1
and θ2. All angles are measured positively using the right-hand rule convention.

For the staircase modeling, we consider two geometric parameters: the stair’s
Go, which represents the horizontal length of one step, and the stair’s Rise, which
represents the vertical length (or height) of one step. For the proposed analysis,
it is assumed that the robot performs stair-climbing with constant body height
h, which defines the hereafter called motion line. The motion line is parallel to

1 Note that by considering the HAA joint at zero position the analysis already con-
siders the HAA position that minimizes undesired lower leg collision with the stair
edges.
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Fig. 1. Upper-leg and lower-leg model approximations: (a) one-segment shin model,
(b) two-segment shin model, and (c) three-segment shin model.
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Fig. 2. Parameters, definitions, and concepts used to assess the optimal robot height
for stair-climbing.

the stair inclination, which is computed according to its Go and Rise geometric
parameters. Some reference frames are used to describe all the elements: the
robot base frame B, the robot hip frame H, and the world/inertial frame W . To
what concerns the mechanical shape of the lower leg and robot torso, the lower
leg thickness is assumed uniform and approximated by d and the robot’s belly
thickness by b. Figure 2 illustrates all the parameters, definitions, and concepts
involved in this proposed analysis.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the robot height h is measured as the vertical
distance (parallel to the z-axis of the world frame) between the robot base frame
B and the line represent the plane that approximates the stairs. Some other
considerations are essential to the analysis scenario:
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– The base frame and the hip frame have the same orientation with respect to
the inertial frame W , i.e., there is no rotation between them;

– The hip z position in the coordinate frame B is zero. Note: in case this
assumption is not representative of a robot design, it is sufficient to add the
z distance of the hip w.r.t. to B as an offset on the computed optimal height;

– The robot is assumed to perform a straight trajectory along the stairs that
is orthogonal to the line resulting from the intersection of the Go and Rise
planes (i.e., the edges of the staircase).

– The robot pitch attitude is constant and such that the longitudinal robot
axis (x coordinate of B) is always parallel to the motion line.

2.2 Method Description and Definition of Optimal Height

The proposed analysis assesses the leg workspace regarding feasible foot contact
positions on the stairs and the lower-leg collision with the stairs’ edges and with
the Go and Rise surfaces (which are represented by black solid lines in Fig. 2).
To be more representative in the collision analysis, we add a distance margin d
around the segments composing the simplified lower-leg model to approximate
the thickness of the real lower-leg. In the same manner, we approximate the
influence of the robot’s belly by the distance margin b (see Fig. 2).

Our algorithm performs these two assessments for every pair of candidate
hip position, along the motion line, and candidate foot position on the stairs
(where the motion the line is defined according to a given stair-climbing height).
Because of the geometric periodicity of the stairs, we perform the analysis over
one single stair. More precisely, the projection of a candidate hip position2 on the
stairs xh

w ranges from the position of an arbitrary stairs’ edge to the next (i.e.,
the total hip horizontal displacement is equal to the Go parameter). Discrete
positions between the two extreme candidate hip positions are considered for
the assessment. Due to the same geometric property, the horizontal component
of the candidate foot position on the stairs ranges by the same amount (i.e, by a
Go distance), but in terms of location the horizontal component of the candidate
foot position starts from xh

w −Go/2 until xh
w +Go/2. Figure 3 depicts a series

of assessments for a candidate hip position and various corresponding candidate
foot positions.

Note that by taking into consideration a Go distance as the relative range for
the candidate foot positions, we assume that the robot will not execute a step
length larger than Go (this is the case for all the robots considered for analysis
in Sec. 4).

Iterating on all the combinations of candidate hip positions along the motion
line and corresponding candidate foot positions, we can assess how much a given
stair-climbing height enables the robot to make successful foot-stairs contact.
From this notion, we introduce the definition of a valid stair-climbing height :

2 The hip position, described in the world sagittal plane, is represented by the pair of
coordinates (xh

w,zh
w).
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Fig. 3. Examples of body height assessment along the motion line: a) partial assess-
ment depicting only one candidate hip position along the motion line and its respective
candidate foot positions. b) complete assessment with all candidate hip and foot posi-
tions. Both figures depict only the successful configurations.

Definition of valid stair-climbing height: it is a body height that enables
the robot, at any candidate hip position, to make at least n successful foot-stair
contacts.

This minimum number of successful contacts n is an input parameter for the
analysis and it is tightly related to the distance between consecutive candidate
footholds (that depends on the number of foot candidates set to be assessed in-
side the range). I.e., the smaller the distance between each consecutive candidate
foot position, the larger the n value.

Finally, the definition of optimal stair-climbing height (or simply optimal
height) can be introduced:

Definition of optimal stair-climbing height: it is the valid stair-climbing
height, kept along the whole staircase crossing, that maximizes the minimum
number of successful foot-stair contacts.

In summary, the proposed method focuses on determining a body height that
maximizes the locomotion robustness for stair-climbing by providing a pose that
allows the robot to always have locations to make safe contact with the stairs.

In the next section, we introduce the Stair-Climbing Charts, a way to depict
all the results from this assessment to help to understand the robot’s kinematic
capabilities for stair-climbing tasks.
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3 Stair-Climbing Charts

In this section, we introduce the Stair-Climbing Charts (SCCs). A SCC is a
way of synthesizing the results from the method presented in Sec 2, depicting
them such that it is easier to conclude about the robot’s capabilities regarding
stair climbing. Considering a set of given leg parameters, the chart displays two
relevant pieces of information: 1) the optimal stair-climbing height and 2) its
corresponding minimum number of successful candidate foot positions in terms
of percentage of the Go length. All this information is plotted in terms of Go and
Rise parameters which are the dimensions of the stair. Therefore, the chart is a
sort of description composed of two 2.5D maps superposed to each other, where
the optimal height is plotted as a colormap (first map) and the corresponding
minimum number of successful candidate foot positions is plotted as contour
lines (second map). An example of SCC is depicted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Example of stair-climbing chart computed for the HyQ robot. The color map
indicates the optimal height and the contour lines provide information about the corre-
sponding minimum number of successful candidate foot positions (reachable contacts).

With a SCC, one can conclude whether a given robot is capable to perform
stair-climbing for certain staircase parameters and how safe the locomotion can
be. The more accurate the leg geometric model used in the assessment, and
more refined the distance between candidate positions, the more accurate a SCC
becomes.

Given the geometric features of the stairs and the way the algorithm iterates
(progressing sequentially from one extreme to another of each candidate hip/foot
position range), a SCC presents a smooth shape without peaks and holes inside
the region with valid optimal heights. This even allows one to compute a plane
that approximates optimal heights, extracting an equation to be used online to
adapt the body height once the staircase parameters are detected. Another way
would be to consider a look-up table with the complete data from the chart.
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4 Results

In this section, we present the SCC for much well-known research and commer-
cial quadruped robots, being them: Aliengo [14], Anymal C [13], B1 [18], Hound
[19], HyQ [17], HyQReal [16], MiniCheetah [15], Solo [20], and Spot [21]. The
lower leg model approximation chosen for each of the candidate robots are de-
picted in Figure 5, and each corresponding set of leg model parameters, following
the definitions introduced in Sec. 2.1, are reported in Table 1. The ∗ symbol after
the parameter value means that the parameter was assumed for the sake of com-
parison. The other values that complete the table were extracted from available
robot urdf files or robot datasheets.

Table 1. Parameters of the leg simplified models depicted in Fig. 5.

Robot
Leg Model Parameters

l1[m] l2[m] s1[m] s2[m] s3[m] r [m] d [m] b [m] α1[
o] α2[

o] α3[
o] HFE Limit [o] KFE Limit [o]

AlienGo 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.031 - 0.025 0.015 0.075* -4 0 - -120 to 240 -159 to -37

Anymal 0.285 0.35 0.165 0.24 - 0.024 0.02* 0.1* -40 0 - ±360 ±360

Hound 0.33 0.35 - - - 0.025 0.02* 0.11* - - - ±360 ±160

HyQ 0.35 0.35 - - - 0.02 0.02 0.163 - - - -70 to +50 -140 to -20

HyqReal 0.36 0.38 0.0716 0.26 0.068 0.03 0.015 0.25 37 -56 0 ±110 ±133

MiniCheetah 0.21 0.18 - - - 0.015 0.01* 0.045* - - - ±270 ±155

Solo 0.16 0.16 - - - 0.013 0.01 0.03* - - - ±360 ±360

Spot 0.38 0.38 0.14 0.22 0.05 0.03 0.015 0.096* 0 -15 20 ±91 -160 to -14

B1 0.33 0.33 0.3 0.036 - 0.025 0.015* 0.15* -4 0 - ±110* -159* to -37*

After processing the height assessment for all the candidate robots, their
stair-climbing charts are depicted in Fig. 6. We set a minimum number of suc-
cessful candidate foot positions n that corresponds to at least 20% of the Go
surface (i.e., body heights that have such corresponding number lower than 20%
are considered inadequate for stair climbing).

As expected, smaller robots (like Solo and MiniCheetah) are able to stair-
climb a smaller set of staircase parameters in comparison to larger robots (like
B1, HyQReal, and Anymal C). For smaller robots, the Rise range value is not
primarily limited by their leg workspace but, instead, by their belly thickness.
An interesting result regards the comparison between robots of similar size but
different lower leg configurations. It is possible to see, from both the colormap
and the contour lines, how lower-leg designs with bent shapes can substantially
increase the minimum number of successful candidate foot positions for each
optimal stair-climbing height. For example, considering the pair (Go,Rise) =
(0.28,0.16), Anymal’s optimal stair-climbing height is about 0.42 m reaching
about 93% of the Go surface, Spot robot is about 0.58 m with 80%, and HyQReal
is about 0.53 with 60%. Robots with lower-leg designs with bent shapes also cope
better with a larger range of stairs that have a lower Go value. For example, for
a Go = 0.15 m, Anymal can deal with Rise values up to about 0.25 m, Spot up
to 0.2 m, and B1 up to 0.15 m. For the robots that have lower legs with more
straight shapes, like Hound, HyQ, and HyQReal, Rise values are up to 0.18 m,
0.16 m, and 0.14 m, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Research and commercial quadruped robots considered for the generation and
comparison of stair-climbing charts.

Some parts in the chart may present a relatively abrupt change in the value
of the optimal height for staircase parameters that are neighbors. This is mainly
caused by the discretization steps chosen to generate the charts with a shorter
computational time. Reducing the distance between candidate hip and foot po-
sitions are very likely to remove such abrupt variations.
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Fig. 6. Resulting stair-climbing charts for some of the well-known commercial and non-
commercial quadruped robots.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the Stair-Climbing Chart, a new chart to assess the
robot’s capabilities and available locomotion robustness for the quadruped loco-
motion when performing stair-climbing. The chart provides information about
the optimal stair climbing heights, for a given robot’s upper and lower leg param-
eters, with respect to the staircase parameters Rise and Go. Since the analysis
is bounded to kinematic and leg collision, and focused on assessing reachable
footholds at touch-down, the results are independent of gait parameters, leg se-
quence, or motion direction. The information from the chart can be exploited
during locomotion to online adapt the body height once the staircase parameters
are known or detected.

The paper presented the SCC for several research and commercial quadruped
robots and major differences were highlighted. In future work, we intend to refine
the analysis and all charts with a more accurate geometric approximation for
the robot legs and make them available to the community.
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